How To...
**Potato Printing**

### Materials

- Paper or fabric
- Potatoes
- Metal cookie cutters
- Craft knife
- Kitchen knife
- Paper towel
- Sponge brush or roller
- Paper plate
- Acrylic or fabric paint

### Procedure

1. Cut potato in half.

2. Press cookie cutter into cut side of the potato.

3. Leaving the cookie cutter in the potato, slice a rather thick slice around the pattern of the cookie cutter.

4. Remove the outer layer of potato and then the cookie cutter from the shape.

5. Use a paper towel to dry potato.

6. Use a paintbrush, small paint roller, or spread a thin layer of paint on a paper plate and cover your potato pattern with paint by simply pressing onto the paint.

7. Press your potato stamp down on the paper and decorate.

Adapted from: http://www.fun-stuff-to-do.com/easy-crafts-for-kids-8.html